WORKSHOP PLAN
This Workshop Plan is aimed at ages 14+. A facilitator is
recommended but not required.
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INTRODUCTION
Whether you are part of an organization, a group, or you’d like to get a group of friends
together to make a banner, pennant1 or flag, this guide will help you plan a
PROCESSIONS banner-making workshop.
PROCESSIONS workshops provide an enjoyable and social opportunity to bring
together groups to create banners. We hope they will provide a space to discuss and
debate equality, power, votes and enfranchisement2; understanding the past,
analysing the present and imagining a future to aim for.
The Suffrage banners were designed to engage, provoke and empower, your final
banner should also express the ideas, concerns and hopes of women in the 21st
century.
For a group of 15+ participants we suggest 6x 2-hour workshops to make and
complete 1 banner as a group. Pennants and flags should take just one 2-hour
session. For banner-making instructions, please refer to the toolkits, available to
download from processions.co.uk.
This plan is just a guide, feel free to take what you need and adapt it as you like!

Images © The Women’s Library at LSE and The Museum of London

1

A pennant is a flag that is longer than it is tall, and tapers to a point at the end.
is to admit the privileges of a citizen, especially to the right of voting

2 Enfranchisement
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Please take photographs during your workshops and of your final banner, pennants
or flags and post them on social media using the hashtag #PROCESSIONS2018
and the handle @processions2018.
If you can, please tag @ArtichokeTrust and @1418NOW.
Thank you!
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WORKSHOP ONE: INTRODUCTIONS
(2 hours)
Some of the activities will vary depending on whether this is a group who meet
regularly or who are coming together for the first time.
Activity:
For new groups:
Go around in a circle and ask each individual to introduce themselves with their:
- Name, and design and sewing skills, if any
- Why are you excited to be here?
TIP: Name badges or stickers may help participants get to know each other.
Topics of discussion:
• What do you know about the
Suffrage movement?
• What is the difference between the
Suffragettes3 and Suffragists4?
• What is the Representation of the
People Act and why was it made?
• Which participants in your group are
registered to vote? What does this
mean to them? Do you feel your
vote counts?
• Which women in the UK still don’t
have the vote? How could they be
supported?
• Consider the history of textiles and
how they have been used
throughout history.
• What is the suffrage / textile
Katherine Douglas Smith speaking to a crowd of men,
Portsmouth, c.1906-1914. © The Women’s Library @
history of your local area?
LSE

TIP: Write down key words and images that are mentioned throughout the session you
might want to refer back to when you come to design the banner.
Research:
The history of banner-making and Suffrage, See www.processions.co.uk
Suffrage Stories: An Army of Banners, by Elizabeth Crawford
Kate Frye’s Suffrage Diary, Banner bearer for the 13 June 1908 Procession
Greenham Common and Thalia Campbell
Task: Research your local or family history around the suffrage movement.
3
4

Suffragettes were groups of women who campaigned for women’s right to vote, often using militancy.
Suffragists were groups of women and men who campaigned for women’s right to vote peaceably.
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WORKSHOP TWO: POWER AND FUTURE IMAGINING
(2 hours)
Activity:
Start the session by each sharing one thing that you discovered having researched
the suffrage movement in your local area or family.
Topics of discussion:
What is women’s power today? Where does this power come from?
What are the main barriers women face today?
Who are the women that make the most impact in your community? Why?
Activity:
Get into groups and ask one person to write down the discussion.
Imagine what the experience for a woman in the UK will be in 2068.
What will have changed, if anything? What power will they have? What are the
challenges they will face?
Now imagine the future you want to see in 50 years. What would be different for
women in your future? What impact do your changes have?
Share what you have discovered with the whole group.
Research:
Are there any place names, statues,
portraits of women in your area? Who
were they and what did they do?
Search online for images using the
phrases: “political textiles”, “feminist
textiles”, “textile art”, “suffragette
banners”, “women’s textiles.”
Projects (to support your research)
Craftivist Collective by Sarah Corbett
The Craftivism Manifesto by Betsy Greer
Great Tapestry of Scotland
Collections and Exhibitions
The Women’s Library Suffrage Collection
The Women’s Library at LSE
Suffragette Collection Museum of London
People’s History Museum in Manchester
The Suffragettes Museum of London
Cut Cloth Exhibition The Portico Library

Banner for the film, PRIDE © Anna ‘Banner’
Thomas

Task:
Choose ONE thing that sums up women’s ideas, hopes and concerns in the 21st
century for you and bring it to the next workshop. It might be: a personal object, an
historical image, banner or textile, a line from a poem, a picture in a magazine, paint
colour charts, a piece of fabric, an example of embroidery, a photograph.
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WORKSHOP THREE: DESIGN
(2 hours)
For inspiration on designing your banner visit the design and inspiration
pages on our “How to make a Banner” toolkit, available to download from
processions.co.uk.
Activity:
Everyone in the group should explain what they have brought and why.
Leave time for the group to discuss each object.
Discussion:
As a group, consider choosing a workshop leader. This person will collate all the
ideas, allocate roles and responsibilities and make sure the design works.
Agree on approach and roles where needed.
You might decide that each participant will make one 2” x 2” square and then
stitch all the squares together to make a complete banner.
You might decide that each person will have a different role, for example
some will gather materials and tools; one will draw up the design, three people sew,
and one person makes the poles.
TIP
Think of a modern or funny message for your banner to grab attention.
Consider a slogan and make it relevant to you and your group. (If
appropriate)
As a group, decide whether or how you will include the following:
● A word or phrase that will become your banner’s main message
● An image (or images) to emphasise your message
● Colours, size, shape, kind of fabric (new or old; luxurious or plain);
techniques and other details which will add to your banner’s message.
You might consider:
● What do we want to show others about ourselves?
● Will our banner be about us, our roles, our achievements, our aims?
Or will it be about others?
Decide on a final design.
Make sure it meets the requirements and won’t be too heavy to carry. Make a
drawing of the final design.
REQUIREMENTS
• Please use black or very dark material for the back of your banner.
• Please incorporate green, white and violet, the suffragette and
PROCESSIONS colours, somewhere in your banner.
Task:
Find the materials you need and tools and equipment. Scale up your drawing or print
large lettering to use as a template.
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WORKSHOP FOUR: START YOUR BANNER
(2 hours)
You have your design ready and you all have your roles. It’s time to get creating!
Before you start, double check, does anything need to be changed?
Activity:
Use the “How to make a Banner” toolkit, available to download from the
PROCESSIONS website, for a step by step guide on how to make a banner.
In this workshop cover the following steps:
STEP 1: Prepare your Fabric
STEP 2: Prepare your Border Pieces
STEP 3: Make Your Borders
Topics of discussion:
Get to know the people in your banner-making group:
• Ask who their inspiration is?
• What their thoughts are on women’s equality?
• Will they take their friends to the PROCESSIONS events on 10 June?
If you already know your fellow workshop participants talk about the one thing you
might take action on as a result of this workshop.

Suffragettes
making
banners
pennants
foratthe
procession to Hyde Park, 23 July
WSPU making
banners
© The and
Women’s
Library
LSE
1910
©LSE Women’s Library
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WORKSHOP FIVE: MAKE THE FRONT
(2 hours)
You have your prepared the fabric and borders ready.
Activity:
STEP 4: Make the Front
Arrange the lettering and images on the front cloth. Pin down. (You can do this
together).
Sew down your lettering and images with bondaweb 5 or by machine or hand
stitching and add in details. Get more than one person doing this. Bear in mind it
may take more than one session.
Discussion:
What else do you need? Adornments? Perhaps a carrying pouch? A carrying pouch
is a handy pocket made of 2 triangles of material, tied to your belt and used to rest
your carrying pole and relieve some of the weight as your walk.
If two members of the group will be carrying the banner, consider whether the rest of
the group want to make pennants, flags or decorated poles to identify them as a
group. Agree who will make them.
See the “How to make a Pennant or Flag” toolkit for instructions on how to make
pennants6, flags and decorated poles.

Illustrations © Clare Hunter, Sewing Matters

Bondaweb is a white fusible adhesive paper that you can buy by the meter online or at your local fabric
shop. Like sticky-back sellotape it uses adhesive to stitch fabric to fabric, useful for lettering and adding
an image to your banner. See p.12 for details on how to use it.
6
A pennant is a triangle of cloth that is longer than it is tall, and which tapers to a point. It has a side
channel to slip a pole into, closed at the top.
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WORKSHOP SIX: COMPLETE YOUR BANNER
(2 hours)
You have the front of your banner designed and your borders ready. Your banner is
almost complete!
Activity:
In this workshop cover the final steps as shown in the toolkits:
STEP 5: Assemble the Front and Back
STEP 6: Assemble the Borders
STEP 7: Make your Poles - You will be using a knife and saw for this so please keep
out of the way of children, make sure participants are supervised where necessary
and handle all tools with care.

TIP
Many suffrage banners were lost or unaccounted for. Please make sure you sign and date
your banner! This can be on a square of fabric stitched to the back.

Put your finished banner on its poles and practice walking with it.
You now have your banner!
Remember - we’d love to see your work. Please take photos of your group with your
finished banner and post them on social media using the hashtag
#PROCESSIONS2018 and the handle @processions2018. If you can, please tag
@ArtichokeTrust and @1418NOW. Thank you!

TIP
When you attend your nearest PROCESSIONS event on 10 June, take safety pins, string,
an extra quick repair link and screw eyes and a reel of electrical tape. That way, if
anything happens to your banner or poles you can repair it on the spot.

CONGRATULATIONS on your finished banner!
We look forward to seeing you and your banner at your nearest PROCESSIONS
event on Sunday, 10 June!

Artichoke Trust is a registered charity No.1112716
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